
Your hand and your handwriting
The way you hold your pen affects your writing for better or worse. In many cases there is neither the need nor
desire to change, but these few illustrations help to show when intervention might succeed. The first writer, an
art student, was dismayed by her immature script. Much of her difficulty was caused by her long fingers. In
order to fit onto the pen she had a stiff two finger pen hold. Long fingers can often be the cause pain when
writing. The second picture shows how changing to the alternative pen hold had immediate effect. Her fingers
could relax and straighten out and her writing altered to a free flowing, forward slanting script – all in five
minutes. It is not always so easy! 

The other writer shown below did not come to me for advice – I sat opposite to this university student on a train
and asked to take a picture of her pen hold. I doubt whether she would have taken kindly to change. Pen hold,
like every other aspect of handwriting, is an indicator. Looking at her bitten nails and this extremely tense hold
adopted to give maximum control, she gave the impression of a tense and insecure person. This pen hold, at
least, succeeded in getting the ballpoint upright but the effect on the handwriting was only too obvious. The
limited movement allowed by the way the pen was held made the script almost indecipherable. If attempted, the
alternative pen hold usually works well for left-handers and allows a clear line of sight to the written words. Not
all writers will be willing to experiment with it and I suspect that this writer would be one of those who would
refuse.
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Your hand and your handwriting

The way you hold your pen affects your letterforms. Your whole hand as well as your fingers need to move freely to
produce all the different strokes. Your pen hold should be relaxed to let you write fast and painlessly. Change pen hold, for
whatever reason and you will probably alter the shape and slant of your letters.

This is a tense pen hold. The hand is on edge with two
fingers stiffly on the pen. The hand cannot move freely
enough to make joining strokes. A slow, rather childish
printing is the result. Write like this for long and it will
hurt.

A complete change of pen hold gave immediate
relief. The hand is slightly flattened, the fingers
relaxed, and the writing now flows. This
unconventional but efficient pen hold is specially
good for those with long fingers.

This pen hold is bad. It does not let the fingers
move. The limited movement shows in the writing.
The hand pushes along the line but cannot go up
and down, so there is hardly any difference between
the tall and short strokes.




